Background: Music is sometimes used as an adjunct to pain management. However, there is limited understanding of by what means music modulates pain perception and how the brain responds to nociceptive inputs while listening to music, because clinical practice typically involves the coexistence of multiple therapeutic interventions. To address this challenge, laboratory studies with experimental and control conditions are needed. Methods: In the present investigation, we delivered nociceptive laser stimuli on 30 participants under three conditionsparticipants were sitting in silence, listening to their preferred music, or listening to white noise. Differences among conditions were quantified by self-reports of pain intensity and unpleasantness, and brain activity sampled by electroencephalography (EEG). Results: Compared with the noise and silence conditions, participants in the music condition reported lower ratings on pain unpleasantness, as reflected by reduced brain oscillations immediately prior to the nociceptive laser stimulus at frequencies of 4-15 Hz in EEG. In addition, participants showed smaller P2 amplitudes in laser-evoked potentials (LEPs) when they were listening to music or white noise in comparison to sitting in silence. These findings suggest that a general modulation effect of sounds on pain, with a specific reduction of pain unpleasantness induced by the positive emotional impact. Conclusion: Music may serve as a real-time regulator to modulate pain unpleasantness. Results are discussed in view of current understandings of music-induced analgesia.
Introduction
As a universal language, music can alleviate pain, a phenomenon known as musicinduced analgesia. Unlike some pharmacological interventions that may come with a risk of undesirable side effects and adverse consequences, including addiction, suicidal ideation, and even death from overdose, 1-3 music is safe and nonaddictive in pain relief. Although the efficacy of music therapy is not universally agreed upon at the moment, 4,5 music-induced analgesia has been demonstrated in a range of pain conditions (see [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] for meta-analysis results), such as labor pain 12, 13 and pain associated with cancer. 14 Nevertheless, there is limited understanding of by what means music modulates pain perception and how the brain responds to nociceptive inputs while listening to music, as clinical practice typically involves the coexistence of multiple therapeutic factors and environmental conditions. For this reason, strict experimental studies are needed, in which easy-controlled painful stimulations are applied to healthy volunteers, and the analgesic effect of music are assessed without potential confounding factors. Existing experimental studies, though relatively rare, have shown that pleasant (consonant) music reduces pain perception in response to experimental pain stimulation when compared with unpleasant music (the dissonant arrangement of the same selections), 15 regardless whether pleasant (consonant) music conveyed happy or sad emotion. 16, 17 In addition, self-selected or preferred music shows a stronger analgesic effect than researcher-selected music. 18, 19 Neuroscientific evidence also supports the notion that music can interact with pain pathways. Using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), researchers compared individuals' brain activations during pain while they were listening to music or resting in silence, and they observed activations not only in brain regions associated with pleasant music listening, such as the amygdala, hippocampus, and nucleus accumbens, but also in regions in the descending pain modulatory pathway, such as periaqueductal gray (PAG), rostral ventromedial medulla (RVM), and dorsal gray matter of the spinal cord. 20 Although such results are highly promising, it is not possible to tell whether these effects were caused by the strong emotions evoked by the music, by the attentional shift from pain to auditory stimulation, or by some other consequence of music listening.
To gain a better understanding of the analgesic effect of music listening, the present investigation applied acute pain stimulation under three experimental conditions: preferred music, white noise, and silence. Differences among conditions were observed through self-reports of pain intensity and unpleasantness, and in brain activity as measured by electroencephalography (EEG). This manipulation that music and white noise served as background sounds allowed us to determine the influences of implicit emotional modulation evoked by sounds, consistent with an extensive body of research on the automatic and implicit emotional effects of background sounds. [21] [22] [23] Nociceptive laser stimuli were employed to induce acute pain in the present study, since (1) laser pulses could elicit a clear pinprick sensation, related to the activation of Aδ skin nociceptors, without coactivation of the fast-conducting Aβ fibers, 24 and (2) they are easy to control and manipulate, thus constituting a standard method to induce pain in experimental investigations with EEG recordings. 25 Although the neural mechanisms associated with acute pain and chronic pain are different, investigations on acute pain modulation can yield new insights into the music-induced analgesia and its neural mechanisms.
Materials and Methods Participants
Thirty individuals (18 females) who were 18 to 28 years of age (M = 21.62 years, SD = 2.36 years) participated in the present study. None reported any hearing impairment or neurological or psychiatric disorder. All participants were right-handed and had 14.93 ± 1.82 years education (range from 13 to 19 years). Five participants (16.7%) had formal music training but less than 2 years, and the remaining participants reported no formal music training. This study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the Ethics Committee at the Institute of Psychology, Chinese Academy of Sciences. The written informed consent for participation was obtained from all participants prior to testing.
Sensory Stimuli
Nociceptive-specific radiant-heat stimuli, generated by an infrared neodymium yttrium aluminum perovskite (Nd: YAP) laser (Electronic Engineering, Italy), were used as the pain stimulation in the present study. The laser wavelength was 1.34 μm. At this wavelength, the laser pulses activate directly nociceptive terminals in the most superficial skin layers. 26, 27 The laser beam was transmitted via an optic fiber and its diameter was set at approximately 7 mm (~38 mm 2 ) by focusing lenses. Laser pulses were delivered to a circular area (diameter = 4 cm) on the dorsum of participants' left hands. The pulse duration was 4 ms. After each stimulation, the laser beam target was shifted by at least 1 cm in a random direction within the circular area to avoid nociceptor fatigue and/or sensitization.
The auditory stimuli included white noise and music excerpts. White noise was generated using free software Audacity (available at https://www.audacityteam.org/) with constant amplitude. For music excerpts, participants were asked to provide one of their preferred music, regardless of music types, upon arrival. All sounds were presented at a comfortable level with equal intensity via headphones (Sennheiser HD 201).
Experimental Procedure
To determine the laser intensity used in the experiment and to familiarize with the laser stimuli, participants were instructed to rate the pain intensity of an initial series of laser stimuli prior to the experiment on a Numerical Rating Scale (NRS) ranging from 0 (no sensation) to 10 (most intense pain tolerable), with 4 denoting pinprick pain threshold. 28 The energy of laser stimuli to be used in the experiment was individually determined by increasing the stimulus energy in steps of 0.25 J, until an average rating of 7 out of 10 was obtained, which represents a moderate level of pain. The energies used in the present study were 3.76 ± 0.53 J across all participants, ranging from 2.75 to 4.50 J.
There were three blocked conditions in the present study: silence, music, and noise. As shown in Figure 1 , each block started with a phase in which participants were either sitting in silence or listening to their preferred music or white noise for two minutes. They were then instructed to focus on the laser stimuli, keep their eyes open, and gaze at a cross fixation on the screen in front of them. Sixteen laser stimuli were presented while the auditory stimulus (or silence) was ongoing. After the presentation of each laser stimulus, there was a 3-5 s pause, and then participants were asked to rate the pain intensity and unpleasantness orally within a time window of 3-5 s for each rating. The next trial started 1-3 s randomly after the ratings. To further investigate the pain modulation effect of the preferred music and white noise, there was an additional phase in which participants were asked to rate the auditory stimulus they had just heard on arousal, valence, liking, and the extent to which it attracted their attention. The scales ranged from 0 to 10, and the dimensions included (a) relaxedexited, (b) unpleasantpleasant, (c) dislikelike, and (d) not attractedvery attracted. Therefore, four additional ratings were obtained for the music and white noise conditions. Participants were encouraged to take a short break between two consecutive blocks. Before each block and after the last block, the skin surface temperature of their stimulated hand was measured. The presentation orders of the three experimental Figure 1 The schema of the experimental procedure. All participants underwent a pre-test first, in which the laser intensity used in the formal experiment was individually determined. Sequentially, silence, music, and noise blocks were presented pseudo-randomly. blocks were counterbalanced across participants with equal gender ratio for each order.
EEG Recording
For each block, EEG data were recorded continuously from direct current (DC) at a 1024 Hz sampling rate using an ActiveTwo AD-box (BioSemi, Netherlands). Participants wore an EEG cap with 62 Ag/AgCl electrodes placed according to the International 10-20 system. Electrode impedances were kept below 10 kΩ. Note that BioSemi systems work with a "zero-ref" setup, replacing the conventional "ground" electrodes with two separate electrodes, a common mode sense active electrode and a driven right leg passive electrode. These two electrodes form a feedback loop, driving the average potential of the participant as close as possible to the ADC reference (which can be considered as the amplifier "zero") voltage (see https://www.biosemi.com/faq/cms&drl.htm for further information).
EEG Preprocessing
Offline processing of the EEG data was performed in MATLAB (R2016a; Mathwork, USA) using the EEGLAB toolbox. 29 Continuous EEG data were re-referencing to average reference, and then were highpass filtered at 0.1 Hz and lowpass filtered at 30 Hz. Subsequently, EEG data were segmented into short epochs extending from −500 ms before to 1000 ms after the onset of laser stimuli with baseline correction using the prestimulus interval. EEG data of bad channels were corrected using spherical interpolation. To identify and remove eyeblinks and movements, an independent component analysis using the runica algorithm implemented in the EEGLAB toolbox was conducted. 29 
Time-Domain Analysis
For each participant, laser-evoked potentials (LEPs) were obtained by averaging epochs. Peak amplitudes and latencies of N1, N2, and P2 waves were measured from the averaged LEP waveform. N1 wave was defined as the most negative deflection preceding the N2 wave, which showed a contralateral central-temporal scalp distribution. A bipolar montage, ie, central and temporal electrode contralateral to the stimulated side referenced to Fz (C4-Fz and T8-Fz), was recommended to optimally detect the N1 wave. 30, 31 N2 and P2 waves, defined as the most negative and positive deflections between 150 and 500 ms after stimulus onset respectively, 32, 33 were measured at the scalp vertex (Cz-avg) for each participant. Single-subject average waveforms were subsequently averaged to obtain group-level waveforms. Group-level scalp topographies at the peak latencies of these LEP waves were computed by spline interpolation.
Time-Frequency Analysis
To identify brain oscillations associated with music modulation, a time-frequency analysis was applied to single-trial EEG responses. Although gamma-band oscillations are closely related to pain perception, 25, 34, 35 the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of gamma-band oscillations is quite low, 25 and a large number of trials and participants are required to correctly identify gamma-band oscillations. Since the number of trials in each experimental condition was limited, our analysis was focused on comparing brain oscillations at lower frequencies (ie, 1-30 Hz). Specifically, a time-frequency distribution (TFD) of the EEG time course was obtained using a windowed Fourier transform (WFT) with a fixed 300-ms Hanning window. For each time course, the WFT yielded a complex time-frequency estimate F(t,f) at each point (t,f) of the time-frequency plane, extending from −500 to 1000 ms (in 1-ms intervals) in the time domain, and from 1 to 30 Hz (in 1-Hz intervals) in the frequency domain. The resulting spectrogram, P(t,f) = |F(t,f)| 2 , represents the signal power as a joint function of time and frequency at each time-frequency point. The spectrogram was then baseline-corrected using the subtraction approach (reference interval: −400 to −100 ms relative to stimulus onset) at each frequency. 36 Please note that TFDs without baseline correction could be used to assess the effect of music on spontaneous EEG oscillations (ie, prior to laser stimuli), and TFDs with baseline correction could be used to investigate the effect of music on laser-elicited EEG modulations (ie, post laser stimuli). Both variables were used for further statistical analyses.
Statistical Analysis
One-way repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to assess the possible difference of the skin surface temperature of the stimulated hand before each block and after the last block. In addition, paired sample t-tests were applied to compare the ratings on arousal, valence, liking, and attentional level between music and noise. Cohen's d was calculated to reflect the effect size for the t-tests.
Averaged ratings of pain intensity and pain unpleasantness, calculated for each condition and participant, were compared using one-way repeated-measures ANOVAs, with the within-subject factor of condition (silence, music, and noise). Greenhouse-Geisser adjustments were used in light of violations of sphericity, and Bonferroni correction was used for multiple comparisons, where appropriate. Partial eta-squared (η p 2 ) was calculated to reflect the effect size for the ANOVAs. The same statistical analyses were conducted on the peak latencies and amplitudes of N1, N2, and P2 waves of LEPs.
In addition, point-by-point one-way repeated-measures ANOVAs, combined with nonparametric permutation testing, 33, 37, 38 were performed to assess the significance of the effect of music on time-frequency EEG activities (TFDs without baseline correction for spontaneous EEG oscillations and TFDs with baseline correction for laserelicited EEG modulations), and to define the significant regions of interest (ROIs) at each EEG channel (the same analysis was performed on all EEG channels). 38 More specifically, each point (t, f) of the time-frequency maps was first compared using a one-way repeated-measures ANOVA with the within-subject factor of condition. This yielded one time-frequency map of F-values, representing the main effect of condition, and time-frequency points with a p-value ≤ 0.05 were selected for subsequent analyses. To account for the multiple-comparison problem in the point-by-point statistical analysis of time-frequency representations, 33,37,38 significant time-frequency points (p ≤ 0.05) were then categorized in clusters based on their adjacency in the time-frequency plane (cluster-level statistical analysis) and only clusters composed of more than 200 adjacent significant time-frequency points were considered. The sum of the F-values of all time-frequency points composing a cluster, defined its cluster-level statistics (∑ F ). Subsequentially, for every participant, we randomly permutated 5000 times the time-frequency representations of the three conditions. In each permutation, the same one-way repeated-measures ANOVA was performed at every time-frequency point of the identified clusters, thus yielding a cluster-level statistic ∑ F '(m) at the m-th permutation. Permutation distributions D(∑ F ) of the cluster-level F-statistics were obtained from ∑ F '(m). For each identified cluster, its two-tailed p-value p F was obtained by locating the observed ∑ F under the permutation distribution D(∑ F ) estimated from permutated ∑ F (m). Finally, clusters having a p-value smaller than a defined threshold (p F ≤ 0.05) were used to define time-frequency ROIs for the subsequent analysis. Within the identified ROIs, we computed the mean of all time-frequency points for each condition and participant for displaying purpose. The obtained summary values at each EEG channel were compared using one-way repeated-measures ANOVAs, with the within-subject factor of condition.
Results

Behavioral Results
As shown in Figure 2 , we observed a statistically reliable condition effect on the ratings of pain unpleasantness (silence = 3.94 ± 2.28; music = 2.91 ± 2.09; noise = 3.93 ± 2.29), F(2,58) = 5.79, p = 0.005, η p 2 = 0.17. Post-hoc analyses suggested that participants felt less unpleasant towards painful stimuli while listening to music, when compared with listening to noise (p = 0.034) or sitting in silence (p = 0.045). The difference observed among conditions cannot be attributed to the skin surface temperature, as no difference was found over time (Block 1 = 32.64 ± 1.38°C ; Block 2 = 32.52 ± 1.60°C; Block 3 = 32.50 ± 1.36°C; End of experiment = 32.54 ± 1.56°C), F(3,87) = 0.43, p = 0.73, η p 2 = 0.02. In contrast, there was a trend showing that the pain intensity was smaller in the music condition, even though the reported pain intensity among the three experimental conditions was statistically comparable (silence = 5.57 ± 1.38; music = 5.11 ± 1.23; noise = 5.52 ± 1.22), F(2,58) = 1.89, p = 0.16, η p 2 = 0.06.
The evaluation on auditory stimuli showed that, when compared with noise, music was more relaxing, pleasant, and liked, all p < 0.001. However, music and noise were comparable in terms of their attentional level, p > 0.05 (see Table 1 for details).
EEG Results: Time Domain
As shown in Table 2 , no difference on N1 amplitudes or latencies was observed among the three experimental conditions at C4 (amplitude: F(2,58) = 0.37, p = 0.69, η p 2 = 0.01; latency: F(2,58) = 0.34, p = 0.72, η p 2 = 0.01) and T8 (amplitude: F(2,58) = 0.23, p = 0.80, η p 2 = 0.01; latency: F(2,58) = 1.57, p = 0.22, η p 2 = 0.05). Whereas N2 amplitudes were comparable among the three experimental conditions, F (2,58) = 1.57, p = 0.22, η p 2 = 0.05, the analysis on P2 amplitude yielded a significant effect of condition, F(2,58) = 5.46, p = 0.008, η p 2 = 0.16 (see Figure 3 ). Post-hoc analyses indicated that the amplitude of P2 wave was significantly smaller in the music condition than in the silence condition (p = 0.012). In addition, there was a trend showing that the P2 amplitude was smaller in the noise condition than in the silence condition (p = 0.053). For the latency, a significant effect of condition was neither found for the N2 nor P2 waves, F(2,58) = 0.14, p = 0.87, η p 2 = 0.005, and F(2,58) = 0.06, p = 0.91, η p 2 = 0.002, respectively (see Table 2 ).
EEG Results: Time-Frequency Domain
As demonstrated in Figure 4 , one time-frequency cluster (dominant at the alpha frequency band) in the prestimulus interval was significantly different among the three conditions (−207 ms -0 ms, 4-15 Hz; maximal at central electrodes) for TFDs without baseline correction. Further statistical analysis indicated that the magnitude of the prestimulus EEG oscillations within the ROI at Cz was significantly different among the three conditions, F(2,58) = 11.32, p = 0.003, η p 2 = 0.28. Post-hoc analyses indicated that the magnitude of the prestimulus EEG oscillations was significantly smaller in the music condition (1.59 ± 0.89 μV/ Hz), in comparison to the noise condition (1.99 ± 1.30 μV/ Hz, p = 0.001) and the silence condition (2.09 ± 1.38 μV/Hz, p = 0.001). In contrast, no significant time-frequency cluster was identified for TFDs with baseline correction.
Discussion
The present investigation examined the extent to which listening to one's preferred music or white noise reduces pain perception in comparison to silence. EEG signals were recorded to identify possible neural indicators that encode the modulation of sounds on pain. Compared with the noise and silence conditions, participants in the music condition reported lower ratings on pain unpleasantness, as reflected by reduced brain oscillations immediately prior to the nociceptive laser stimulus at frequencies of 4-15 Hz in EEG. In addition, participants showed smaller P2 amplitudes in LEPs when they were listening to music (statistically significant) or white noise (marginally significant) in comparison to sitting in silence. It should be noted that our findings are not influenced by the participants' gender ( Supplementary Tables 1 and 2 ).
Music-Induced Analgesia: Behavioral Evidence
One of the main findings of the present study is that participants were more likely to experience a reduction in pain unpleasantness rather than pain intensity when listening to preferred music. It has been suggested that pain unpleasantness is highly sensitive to emotional modulation, whereas pain intensity is typically sensitive to attentional modulation. 39 Therefore, this observation can be mainly attributed to a modulation by music of the emotional dimension of pain. Indeed, participants in our investigation were presented with their preferred music, which was evaluated as more relaxing, pleasant, and liked when compared with noise ( Table 1 ). Such manipulation ensured that participants immersed themselves in a pleasant emotional state in the music condition. Two lines of evidence support the view that music-induced analgesia was achieved by the modulation of emotion: (1) listening to music can regulate listeners' arousal and mood, 40 as it can often evoke feelings of intense pleasure in listeners, sometimes experienced as "thrills" or "goose bumps"; 41 (2) pain perception, especially the unpleasantness aspect, is reduced when individuals are in a pleasant emotional state. 42 Figure 3 The grand average LEP waveforms (Cz-avg) and the scalp topographies of N2 and P2 waves for each experimental condition. The bar charts showed comparisons of N2 and P2 amplitudes between the three experimental conditions. Data from the silence, music, and noise conditions are expressed in green, blue, and orange, respectively. *Indicates p < 0.05; n.s. indicates not significant; error bar represents one standard error.
It should be noted that music can also act as a source of distraction away from pain, 43 although the role of attention was less significant in this study, given that we only observed a downtrend of pain intensity in the music condition. For the failure to observe a significant reduction on pain intensity in the music condition, one explanation is that music-induced analgesia works mainly via emotional modulation rather than attentional modulation. Therefore, only pain unpleasantness but not pain intensity was modulated by music. This explanation is compatible with evidence that music is more effective at modulating the affective dimension rather than the sensory dimension of pain perception. 15, [44] [45] [46] Another possibility is that the number of trials was relatively small in each condition (16 trials) , resulting in a limited power to detect the difference between conditions in pain intensity. It is also possible that neither the preferred music nor white noise per se in our manipulation, where music and white noise served as background sounds, was capable enough of drawing attention away from the painful stimuli at least at behavioral level, since otherwise salient distractor would dramatically reduce pain intensity. 39, 47, 48 Music-Induced Analgesia:
Electrophysiological Evidence
The analgesic effect of music was further reflected by the LEP results, where a significant condition difference was found on the P2 amplitude. The N2 and P2 waves are two dominant components in LEPs, and their amplitudes are strongly correlated with both stimulus energy and pain perception at within-subject level in most cases. 24, 25, 49 Even both N2 and P2 waves are maximal at the scalp vertex, 32, 50 they are demonstrated to be generated from distinct sources with different cortical functions. The N2 component is proven to be mainly generated from the bilateral secondary somatosensory cortices and bilateral opercula-insular Figure 4 The effect of music on TFDs without baseline correction (Cz-avg). The grand average TFDs are displayed for each condition (silence, music, and noise) in the upper panel, and their statistical results are showed in the lower panel. The scalp topography (left, lower panel) indicates the distribution of F-values obtained from the one-way repeatedmeasures ANOVA (electrodes showed significant effect of condition are marked by white circles). The bar charts (right, lower panel) showed the comparison of the magnitude of the prestimulus EEG oscillations within the ROI at Cz among the three experimental conditions. Data from the silence, music, and noise conditions are expressed in green, blue, and orange respectively. **Indicates p < 0.01; n.s. indicates not significant; error bar represents one standard error. Please note that clear difference of TFDs can be observed in the prestimulus time-frequency cluster when using a different scale of the colorbar (ie, from −1 to 3 μV/Hz; please refer to Supplementary Figure 1 ). cortices, 31, 50, 51 reflecting the discriminatory and attentional aspects of pain processing in the brain. 52, 53 The P2 component is believed to be mainly generated from the anterior and middle cingulate cortices (ACC and MCC), and it is responsible for the processing of cognitive and affective dimensions of pain perception. 31, 51 In our study, no significant difference was found on the N2 amplitude among the three experimental conditions, while the P2 amplitude was attenuated in the music condition but only marginally attenuated in the noise condition in comparison to the silence condition ( Figure 3 and Table 2 ). This finding may suggest a general modulation effect of sounds on pain, with a specific reduction of the involuntary attentional shift toward nociceptive events induced by the positive emotional impact (ie, preferred music). Indeed, the P2 component of LEPs seems to express arousal and emotive reaction to pain, as similar modulation effect on P2 amplitude was also found when laser stimuli were preceded by the presentation of pleasant pictures. 54, 55 In addition, the reduction of P2 amplitude could be associated with distraction induced by preferred music or white noise. This interpretation is in a good agreement with the idea that inter-modal modulation of attention would result in the inhibition of later LEPs. 56 Music-Induced Analgesia: The Role of Prestimulus EEG Oscillations Importantly, we observed that the magnitude of EEG oscillations immediately prior to the nociceptive laser stimulus (dominant at alpha frequencies and maximal at central electrodes) was significantly smaller in the music condition than in the noise and silence conditions (Figure 4 ). This observation is consistent with previous findings showing that prestimulus brain oscillations, which reflect the readiness of the system to respond to an external stimulus, 57, 58 predict both the perception and the neural responses elicited by subsequent stimuli. 59, 60 Note that previous studies assessing the modulation of prestimulus alpha oscillations on the neural processing of subsequent sensory stimuli have relied on the extraction of oscillatory features from spontaneous EEG activities (eg, 61, 62 ). In these cases, the modulatory effect was dependent on the functional state of the primary sensory cortex pertinent to the modality of the forthcoming stimulus. 33 For this reason, prestimulus alpha oscillations have been interpreted as a measure of altered excitability of neuronal ensembles in primary sensory cortices. 63 In contrast, the magnitude of prestimulus EEG oscillations was modulated by experimental manipulations in the present study, where participants were either sitting in silence or listening to their preferred music or white noise during the whole experiment. Therefore, the decreased magnitude of alpha oscillations immediately prior to the nociceptive laser stimulus in the music condition is not likely to reflect the excitability of neuronal ensembles in primary sensory cortices, but the activation of brain regions related to the processing of music, considering that a large number of studies reported consistent brain activations (eg, ACC and the prefrontal cortex) when participants were listening to music. [64] [65] [66] Consequently, the activation of these high-level brain regions could boost top-down modulations on the neural processing of subsequent sensory stimuli via the inhibitory control of emotionally related brain regions on the pain processing pathways. 20 Therefore, prestimulus alpha oscillations could serve as neural index to code participants' emotional state, which further modulate the laserevoked brain responses (eg, P2 amplitude).
Limitations and Future Directions
To conclude, the current investigation indicates that listening to preferred music can reliably reduce individuals' pain unpleasantness, as reflected by a decrease in the magnitude of alpha oscillations immediately prior to the nociceptive laser stimulus. In other words, music may serve as a real-time regulator to modulate pain unpleasantness. However, there are several limitations in the present study calling for further investigations. First, the specific contribution of attentional and emotional modulation on the music-induced analgesia was not fully understood. To achieve a better understanding of the essence of musicinduced analgesia, future research should focus on isolating the attentional and emotional modulations of music on pain perception by involving attentional and emotional comparable controls, such as soundless film and unpleasant music. Second, the number of trials and participants were limited. For this reason, neural oscillations that are closely related to pain perception (eg, gamma-band oscillations 35, 38 ) cannot be reliably extracted due to their low SNR. 25 It is necessary to include more experimental trials for each condition and more participants in future studies, given that both would enhance the SNR of laserevoked brain responses, especially considering the large inter-individual difference of the brain responses. 25, 67 Last, the present study was limited to healthy participants with experimental pain. Therefore, the generalization of our results should be taken cautiously. Future studies could include investigations on patients with acute or chronic pain to assess the music-induced analgesia in different pain conditions.
